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Fuel Cell Systems Explained (Second Edition)John Wiley & Sons, 2003

	Building on the success of the first edition Fuel Cell Systems Explained presents a balanced introduction to this growing area.


	"In summary, an altogether satisfying book that puts within its covers the academic tools necessary for explaining fuel cell systems on a multidisciplinary basis." Power Engineering...
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Colour Atlas and Textbook of Human Anatomy: Nervous System and Sensory Organs v. 3Thieme Medical Publishers, 2002

	The number of students aswell as colleagues in the field who have learned neuroanatomy according to volume 3 of the color atlas has been steadily increasing. Kahle’s textbook has proved its worth. What should one do after taking on the job of carrying on with this text book, other than leaving as much as possible as it is? However, the...
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C++ Database DevelopmentMIS Press, 1994

	Learn the fundamentals of creating and using object oriented databases with C++ Database Development, 2nd Edition. This comprehensive guide covers the history and principles of database management, advanced techniques for designing and writing C++ persistent object database programs, and using PARODY the Persistent, Almost-Relational...
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Introduction to Contextual Processing: Theory and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2010

	Contextual computing has been around for several years with a variety of names such as pervasive computation and omnipresent computing. Recently there has been a drive toward making personal digital assistants (PDAs) more aware of their environment. For example, a cell phone may sense that it is in a conference room and reason that it should...
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ADempiere 3.6 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	ADempiere is one of the leading open source ERP products in today's business market. ADempiere offers everything you need to make your business successful. Efficient data management, streamlining business processes, reduction in costs, and minimal complexity.


	Written in a cookbook style, this book offers solutions using a...
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Codin' for the Web: A Designer's Guide to Developing Dynamic Web SitesNew Riders Publishing, 2006

	EVEN THE MOST SKILLED WEB DESIGNERS can find the complexities of creating a full-functioned Web site to be a daunting task. Here to help designers create sites that not only work, but work well and are easy to update and maintain is an easy-to-read guide to Web programming basics from best-selling author Charles Wyke-Smith. Just as architects...
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Mac Kung Fu: Over 300 Tips, Tricks, Hints, and Hacks for OS X Lion (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2011

	Mac OS X Lion represents the pinnacle of software engineering. I confidently assert this as somebody who’s not only used every operating system on practically every type of computer but also written entire magazines and books about them.

	

	Put simply, OS X “just works,” and like millions of others, I value...
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Microsoft Silverlight 5 and Windows Azure Enterprise IntegrationPackt Publishing, 2012

	Microsoft Silverlight is a powerful development platform for creating rich media applications and line of business applications for the web and desktop.


	Microsoft Windows Azure is a cloud services operating system that serves as the development, service hosting, and service management environment for the Windows Azure platform.
...
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Computer Systems: A Programmer's Perspective (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2010

	
		This book (CS:APP) is for computer scientists, computer engineers, and others

	
		who want to be able to write better programs by learning what is going on “under
	
		the hood” of a computer system.
	


	
		Our aim is to explain the enduring concepts underlying all...
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Optimizing Sales and Distribution in SAP ERP: Functionality and ConfigurationSAP Press, 2010


	Any company selling products or services must have the ability to efficiently fulfill

	orders and deliver their products and services. An integrated sales and distribu

	tion system enables them to create contracts and agreements, acknowledge order

	receipt, fulfill orders, and provide accurate invoices. In today's competitive envi...
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Embedded Systems: Hardware, Design and ImplementationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Covers the significant embedded computing technologies—highlighting their applications in wireless communication and computing power


	An embedded system is a computer system designed for specific control functions within a larger system—often with real-time computing constraints. It is embedded as part of a...
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Nanoscale Applications for Information and Energy Systems (Nanostructure Science and Technology)Springer, 2012

	Nanoscale Applications for Information and Energy Systems presents nanotechnology fundamentals and applications in the  key research areas of information technology (electronics and photonics) and alternative (solar) energy: plasmonics, photovoltaics, transparent conducting electrodes, silicon electroplating, and resistive...
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